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Letter 811
VISION
War and Peace
2019-08-24
Dear Yeshua,
Within the 4inal days of my employment at (G6), starting in about September, and through
December 2018, I had a recurring vision.
IN THIS VISION:
I see Dad sitting in His easy chair, holding and reading a Newspaper. I am standing in front
of Him waiting. He is holding the Newspaper in such a way that I can read the headline on
the front page. In large bold letters is written the Word,
“WAR”.
While I am looking at this Headline on the front page, He lowers the newspaper a little so I
can just see His eyes and upper portion of His face. The expression I see on His face is one
of serious resolve and determination.
END OF VISION.
Over the next several weeks at work I would periodically see this same vision, and Dad
would lower the paper a little and look at me with the same expression on His face.
A few months after retiring from (G6), while at home in my of4ice, I see again the same
vision, only…
… IN THIS VISION:
I see Dad sitting in His Easy Chair, holding and reading His Newspaper. I am standing in
front of Him waiting. While I am waiting, I can read the headline on the front page. In large
bold letters the same Word as before is written:
“WAR”.
While I continue reading the front page, which is still facing outward toward me, I see the
ink of the letters on the page start to run, as if being dissolved by water or rain. Then, as the
word “WAR” is “melting” and streaming down on the front page, underneath I see another
Word which is remaining intact. The Word is:
END OF VISION.

“PEACE”.

During these visions it is explained to me that the Newspaper which Dad is reading is the
Good News of all the lost human souls which are being saved as a direct result of all the war
efforts of His armies, commanded by King Jesus.
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This is making Dad very happy.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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